IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR OUR GUESTS
General information about Schloss Montabaur

How to find us by car

Quickly you will get the necessary distance to your daily routine in the quiet surrounding of our rooms. On our campuslike
environment you will find on short ways the 34 conference
rooms, the restaurant “Casino” with its awesome terrace, the
Internet lounge our hotel bar as well as the “Business SPA”.

Leave the highway A3 on exit Montabaur direction Centrum,
and follow the signs “Schloss Montabaur” or “ADG – Akademie
Deutscher Genossenschaften”. With a navigation system,
please give in “Schlossweg” as destination address.

Around the hill of the castle Hotel Schloss Montabaur with its
spectacular view are lain our fife guest houses, in which the
287 hotel rooms are located.

For special and exclusive events are we providing the unique
glass dome, the historical vaultlike wine cellar, the vaulted
cellar, the knight’s hall as well as the event restaurant “Kroli am
Markt” in the middle of the historical old town Montabaur.

Hotel Schloss Montabaur is located between the Rhine-RuhrMain economic regions. Thanks to the nearby highway A3,
Schloss Montabaur is quick and easy to reach by car.

On arrival, please drive until the reception building right in
front of the main castle.
There you are going to check in and will receive the room keys
and further information regarding your stay as well as parking.
How to get to us by train

Even faster are the ICE trains, which run to Cologne and Frankfurt airports and main stations in just 45 minutes.
At the train station in Montabaur leave the building direction
Centrum. Then you go straight ahead and cross a pedestrian
bridge. Keep going straight forward until a traffic roundabout.
Opposite the supermarket “Netto” goes a street right up to the
hotel Schloss Montabaur.

www.maps.google.de
www.map24.de

